Agenda for the: 2nd meeting of Ecma TC39 ad hoc on Internationalization
to be held in: Sunnyvale, CA
on: 18 January 2011

TIME: 10:00 till 17:00 on 18th of January 2011
Note that there will NOT be a Ballot Resolution Meeting

LOCATION: Yahoo!
Classroom 3 in Building C (second floor), 700 First Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA, USA
Mr. Douglas Crockford's e-mail: douglas@crockford.com
Mr. Douglas Crockford's cellphone: 408-637-84-89

The closest domestic airport is SJC, which is 6 miles away. The closest international airport is SFO, which is 28 miles away. Good nearby hotels are available in Mountain View, Sunnyvale, Palo Alto, or, if you rent a car and prefer a more urban but faraway environment, San Francisco.

Attendees can still park at the Building E lot, and can obtain guest badges at the Building E Lobby or the Building D Lobby. They should then walk to Building C. Classroom 3 is on the second floor.

Ecma international will host a social event on January 19th evening.

CONTACT:  
Mr. Douglas Crockford's e-mail: crock@yahoo-inc.com
Mr. Douglas Crockford's phone: (408)349-2945

1 Opening, welcome and roll call
2 Adoption of the agenda (2011/003)
3 Approval of report from November (2010/063)
4 Discussion of Technical items
See the document here.
• Timezones - mismatch between Olson and Windows TZIds - potentially out of scope for (v1.0)
• date/time formatting/parsing - patterns/skeletons.enums - no intervals and duration
• number/currency formatting/parsing - patterns vs. fields
• collation - platform dependent results - extensible set of parameters
• message formatting - already proposed in another strawman - does it fit our needs?
• message catalogs - should match message formatting syntax
• Region object - discuss what data is available
• locale object - based on Unicode locale
• Users Preferred Locales List
• transforms - case folding, normalization - check data sizes
• extra data (ltr/rtl, units...)

5 Date and place of the next meeting(s)

6 Closure